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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
High overvoltage transients caused by lightning is considered a major source of 
disturbances in high voltage transmission line systems. There is a consensus that 
lightning starts from the charge separation process (positive and negative), which is due 
to transportation of lightweight particles to higher regions by the rapid updrafts of moist 
air, usually in hot humid areas. This charge separation is known as the vertical 
thunderstorm dipole. It can be performed within the cloud or between the cloud and the 
earth which creates electric fields that eventually bring out the breakdown known as 
lightning. The overvoltage introduced by lightning have traditionally been estimated 
using conventional and simplified methods. More involved calculations become possible 
with digital computer programs such as Electromagnetic Transients Program (EMTP). In 
such a program, each power system component can be modelled in great detail. 
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The characteristics of lightning surges on overhead transmission lines, which 
result from lightning strokes, depend on how there are caused. They can be broadly 
divided into four types: 
 
 
a) Tower/ground wire surge - The stroke terminates on the tower 
structure/ground wires without any flashover to the phase conductors. 
b) Shielding failure - The stroke passes through the protective zone of 
the ground wires and terminates on the phase conductors. 
c) Back flashover - The same as a), but followed by a flashover to the 
phase conductors. This type of flashover is called back flashover. 
d) Shielding failure flashover – The same as b), but followed by a 
forward flashover to the ground/ground wires or tower. 
 
 
 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
 
 
Part 1: Lightning Simulation Study on Line Surge Arresters. 
 
 
A recent incidence from direct lightning strike on the shielding conductor of a 
275/132kV quadruple circuit transmission line had caused the breakage of the conductor 
at four portions. This incident happened between transmission line Pulu to 
Serdang(275kV) and Balakong to Serdang(132kV). Figure 1.1 shows a direct stroke on 
the earth wire between two towers has caused the wire to snap into 4 portions. Line 
arresters are installed on the 132kV lines. The location of the affected arrester was not 
that closest to the point of strike but rather further down at the next tower. The arrester at 
the nearest tower was not effected. Figure 1.2 shows the tower locations.  
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Figure 1.1 Transmission line had caused the breakage of the conductor at four 
portions[1] 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 The direct stroke on shield wire between T70-T71 affected three TLAs 
installed at T69 and T68 [1] 
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 Part 2: Protection Design of Simple Structure 
 
 
There are standard methods to design and install the lightning protection devices 
for structures. Among the concepts used is the rolling sphere method which determines 
the exposed areas to lightning strikes. Lightning rods, usually the conventional Franklin 
rods, are installed on top of buildings and structures is protect the exposed areas from 
lightning threats. The rolling sphere method described above is based on a number of 
assumptions such as the average lightning peak current, which may limit the protection 
reliability to a certain condition only. This simulation work aims to consider all possible 
lightning current magnitudes and the corresponding ground flash density. The simulation 
is run for long time (teens or hundreds of years) and this is possible using a computer 
simulation. The performance of the designed lightning protection can then be studied.  
 
 
 
 
1.3 Objective 
 
 
The objectives of this project are: 
 
 
1) To study and investigate a recent incident where a direct lightning strike on the 
earth shielding conductor of a 275/132kV quadruple circuit transmission line as 
below: 
 
 
a) Arrester at the nearest to the point of strike is not effected rather further down 
at the next tower. 
b) Lightning strike at shielding wire caused the breakage of conductors at four 
points. 
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2) To develop a program to simulate the probability nature of lightning strike using 
Monte Carlo Simulation and to simulate the lightning protection of simple 
structures. 
 
 
 
 
1.4 Scope of Project 
 
 
Design and analysis: 
 
 
? Modeling 275/132kV Quadruple Circuit Transmission Line use ATP-EMTP 
Simulation 
? Monte Carlo Simulation using MATLAB 
 
 
 
 
1.5 Organization of Thesis  
 
 
The thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 describes the 
literature review of the project which includes the lightning strikes phenomenon 
on transmission line and transmission tower, and the protection design of simple 
structures. Chapter 3 describes on the methodologies used. Results and 
discussion are described in Chapter 4 followed by conclusions in Chapter 5.  
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
